Wildlife plays a vital role in urban ecosystems. This
unique series investigates the wild and semi-wild animals
that live among and around us. They live in our parks,
backyards, woodlands, and on the edges of human
spaces. Some even invade our homes. Special illustrated
spreads focus on the specific anatomy, adaptations,
and skills of key species, as well as the threats to their
existence. Readers will also learn how biologists study
urban animals and how cities deal with animal control.
Free downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

Abandoned and Escaped Animals

by Rachel Eagen

Specifications:

Ages 8-11

32 pages, 8½ x 10¾”, full colour

$9.95 PAP

Backyard Dwellers by Ellen Rodger

An estimated 70 million feral cats live in the United States alone—decimating
bird populations and threatening public health. This informative book investigates
the growing populations of “obligates”—abandoned pets, now wild and
producing feral offspring, and introduced animals that live in urban and urban
fringe areas. An examination reveals the impact these animals are having on
resources, space, and native species. Additional content focuses on the charities
and organizations that help care for and limit the numbers of feral animals.

Paris, France has a population of 2.2 million people and 3.8 million rats. Toronto,
Canada is the raccoon capital of the world. This intriguing book focuses on
urban animals called “exploiters.” These are animals such as squirrels, raccoons,
skunks, opposums, rats, and crows who have turned living near humans to
their advantage. An examination reveals the ways in which these animals have
adapted to living alongside humans. Special feature boxes address city-specific
animal control and rehabilitation programs.

ISBN 978-0-7787-6696-4 PAP

ISBN 978-0-7787-6704-6 PAP

Animals on the Outskirts

by Ellen Rodger

Habitat Clashes

by Anne-Marie Rodger

When you live in bear or cougar territory, you learn to lock your garbage
cans indoors, keep your pets safe, and not feed wild animals. This exciting
and highly illustrated book focuses on the “human avoiders,” animals that
are sometimes found on the fringes of urban developments, where humans
are the new kids on the block. Readers will gain an understanding of humanwildlife conflict, as well as key concepts in wildlife conservation of animals
such as gray wolves, mountain lions, and gray foxes.

Would you be surprised to see a coyote wandering down a suburban street?
Once considered a native of open grasslands and plains, coyotes have become
“adaptors” to the human territory of paved streets and houses. An examination
reveals the ways in which animals such as coywolves, white-tailed deer, red
foxes, red-tailed hawks, and alligators live on the periphery of developed areas.
Special sections address encroachment and how humans can learn to adapt to
wild animals in their backyards.

ISBN 978-0-7787-6697-1 PAP

ISBN 978-0-7787-6705-3 PAP
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